1ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TEXT

a) Did Monroe’s screen image reflect the real person? No, although she was often given the role of a dumb blonde, Monroe was in fact a talented actress with a natural gift for comedy. Despite her image, she had an appetite for books, reading Dostoevsky, for example, in her spare time.

b) Did Marilyn have a sense of humour? She had a gift for comedy when working but in real life, she was a shy, troubled person, but at the requests of the studios she worked for, she made many public appearances.

c) What was the cause of her death? Monroe’s premature and mysterious death in 1961 turned her from a start into a legend and cult figure. There have been conflicting theories about how and why she died (ranking from the official report of suicide to murder).

d) Does Monroe’s beauty continue selling all kind of products? Yes, she is still a symbol of beauty and youth and her mysterious death has made her a cult image.

2a. MATCH THE DEPARTMENTS ON THE LEFT WITH THE CORRECT DEFINITION ON THE RIGHT.

DEPARTMENT DEFINITION
1. Planning a. is responsible for manufacturing goods
2. Research and Development b. deals with recruiting new staff
3. Production C. tries to develop new products
4. Personnel d. persuades people to buy the company’s products
5. Distribution e. sets out a strategy for the company’s future
6. Sales f. transports goods to different places

SOLUCION 1-E/ 2-C/ 3-A/4-B/5-F/6-D

3a. When you meet business colleagues socially, you often have to talk about other things

MATCH THEM UP WITH THEIR RESPONSES.

QUESTION ANSWER Soluciones
1. Are you having a Holiday this year? a. yes, we are off to Florida.
2. Do you have a family? b. Yes, sleeping. See you tomorrow. 2-d
3. Does your wife/husband work? C. No, I am not actually. What about you?
4. Are you doing anything tonight? d. Yes, 2 boys and a girl.
5.- Are you married? e.- Golf! What about you?
6.- What do you do when you are not working f.- Yes, he's an architect.

SOLUCION 1-A/2-D/3-F/4-B/5-C/6-E

4ª- READ THE FOLLOWING STORY AND COMPLETE IT WITH THESE VERBS IN THE SIMPLE PAST:

WANT # BUY # RING # GO # BE # GIVE # THANK # LOOK

I was in Italy on business in late October and I was invited to dinner by an Italian business colleague. I WANTED to take her a present so I WENT to the market to buy some flowers. As I said, it was late October and so the chrysanthemums WERE especially beautiful. I BOUGHT some yellow ones. Then I went to my colleague's house and the bell RANG. When she opened the door, I GAVE her the flowers, and I smiled. But I could tell that something was wrong because her face LOOKED so strange. She THANKED me politely but I could see she wasn't pleased.

sa._ WRITE A COMPOSITION ABOUT "THE BEST INVENTIONS IN TECHNOLOGY OF THE LAST CENTURY" (laser, electric car, mobile phones, washing machine etc.) (about a 50 words)

IN MY OPINION THE BEST INVENTION IS THE SMARTPHONE, IT KEEPS US CONNECTED TO THE WORLD AND IN TOUCH WITH OUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY. IT IS A DEVICE THAT IS USED NOT ONLY TO PHONE BUT ALSO TO SEND MESSAGES OR TO PLAY GAMES. IT IS REALLY USEFUL.